Updates in uterine fibroid tissue extraction.
Safety concerns regarding morcellation of presumed benign fibroid disease have led to an increase in recent research activity on this topic, as well as advances in surgical technique. The prevalence of occult leiomyosarcoma is debated; however, estimates from a robust meta-analysis suggest it may be in the range of 1 case per 1960-8300 fibroid surgeries. Advancing age is an important clinical risk factor for occult malignancy. The impact of tumor morcellation may vary by mode of tissue removal, though tissue fragmentation is consistently associated with poorer outcomes. Decision and cost analyses continue to support laparoscopic hysterectomy as a low-morbidity and cost-effective approach. The increased scrutiny on fibroid procedures in the past few years may lead to changes in surgical approach; however, alternative tissue extraction options are evolving, including incorporation of contained morcellation. Although the incidence of occult leiomyosarcoma is low, outcomes are poor and may be worsened by morcellation. By addressing risk factors for malignancy and incorporating evolving surgical techniques into practice, gynecologists can continue to offer patients a minimally invasive approach for fibroid management.